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“The translucent nature of marble 
makes SOL a standout feature that 
is bound to be a statement piece 
for years to come.”
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SOL combines elegance with art, an effortless piece 
which showcases the base material and allows the 
natural stone to shine as a standalone feature. 

The concept behind SOL was to make it adaptable to 
any space, it is made entirely to your room specifications. 
The choice of natural stone is vast and leaves room 
for your imagination to run wild. 

“Integrating the mirrors with the stone completed the 
story of Sol, it’s a minor detail but it makes a visual 
impact which stays with you,” says Isabella Delaney 
about her design. “It was important to make it a timeless 
piece, which I feel we have achieved.”

An oversized, integrated basin configuration incorporates 
contemporary industrial design to combine with SOL’s 
air of sophistication. SOL is the piece of luxury that all 
bathrooms desire.
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Features

Integrated Sink SOL offers endless sink options due to the custom 
nature of its design. SOL was designed with an 
integrated sink in mind due to its seamless nature and 
addition of luxury.

LED Lighting The iridescent nature of marble means that we have the 
opportunity to light up SOL, creating a glow that will 
take your breath away.

Customisable Being natural stone, SOL is completely customisable 
to suit your needs. The beauty of natural stone is how 
no two slabs are alike, you can feel confident that your 
vanity is unique to you.

Australian-Made Rest assured knowing that your vanity is made locally. 
Each piece is handcrafted to ensure that you receive 
the best quality product which will last a lifetime. 
Our vanities are designed and made in Australia.
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Finishes

Stone 
Options

Elba WhiteBianco Carrara Silver ArtemisNero Marquina New York Onyx Orobico Black

Natural stone selection is subject to availability. 
The options presented in this catalogue should only 
be used as a guide. Natural stone has variation and part 
of its beauty is that each individual slab is like no other. 

Calacatta 
Apuano

Verdi Alpi

Super White 
Dolomite

Emerald Green

Cosmic Black

Taj Mahal

Labradorite Blue

Travertine

Silver Shadow
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Sizing options Our SOL vanity is completely customisable to suit your 
space and requirements. 




